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Raspberry pi no graphical interface
This is very simple. Open the command line and do the following steps First we install the prerequisites. sudo apt-get update sudo apt-get install lightdm sudo apt-get install lxsession After you have successfully installed the above packages, open the raspi-config. Type the following command in the command line sudo raspi-config This will open a pop
up box with various options. Select “Bot Options” After this, you will get another list of options and select the option “B1 Desktop / CLI.” Clicking on this will open another list and here you need to select âB4 Desktop Autologinâ Here you can select any option according to your requirement. The screenshots of the sample are shown below. First screen
After selecting the boot options B4 Desktop Autologin CecÃlia Coelho Posted on Aug 20 In this beginner friendly tutorial there will be setting up a Raspberry Pi (aka Pi) without an external monitor and keyboard (some of us only have a laptop ð¤· âï ̧) in 4 simple steps Multiple steps: 1-getting an operating system into micro SD card; 2-allows remote
access to a local network; 3-Find out the address and connect to the terminal; 4-View the desktop. In addition, a small discussion on how to choose an operating system (OS) for a headless configuration is also given, so you can play later if you want too much ðの. What we will use: Laptop Raspberry Pi 4 MicroSD card (whatever size you want, the
bigger the better) Power Ethernet cable (optional but recommended) Step 1: Get an operating system in the micro SD card Install an imaging utility that will get an operating system in our micro SD card. The easiest, and thanks to the Raspberry Pi Foundation team, is to use the main Raspberry Pi Imager (from here: After installation, insert the micro
SD card into your laptop and open the Raspberry Pi Imager, you will be greeted by the screen in Figure 1 (a.) To see the options of the operating system date click the button “ choose OS” (Figure 1 (b,) the simplest option is to go with the recommended Raspberry Pi system (32-bit.) It’s us! ðï ̧ðï ̧ Choose the micro SD as storage, click the write button
and wait for a pop-up message to appear to remove the card Da. Note that the Image has a lot of options including: two more versions of the Raspberry operating system (Figure 1 (c;) other general operating system (Figure 1 (d) and several concentrated operating systems that we will skip (for now at least). Figure 1. The interface of Raspberry Pi
Imager: (a) Main Window; (b) Select Operating System Options; (c) Raspberry Pi Operating System Options; (d) Other General Operating System Options. If you feel adventurous you can go ahead and choose other operating systems, the steps will be the same, you just need to pay attention to some details: â” You can skip to step 2 if you don’t want
details about your operating system choices â” Headless – Since we are doing a headless configuration (without monitor,) we need to make sure that the operating system supports it or you will not be able to access your Pi, on the first startup, using your laptop. I learned this the hard way after some experimentation (and a lot of headaches) ðḩ. The
only OS option you have to pay attention to is the Manjaro-ARM Linux. If you want to try, make sure to choose the minimum version as everyone else requires a monitor to do the initial setup. (To check if an operating system has a headless configuration, you can check the release documentation;) Different Distributions – All available operating
systems I am Debian except Manjaro, which is based on Arch. Commands used with Debian do not work when using Manjaro; Storage – Whether you are running low-resource (4GB microSD card) or you are “The Scrooge McDuck” ð¤ of storage, you may have noticed that there are options that take up about half the space of others! The Raspberry Pi
OS has three versions: Lite, which does not include a graphical user interface (GUI) so you can only use the terminal (Hacker style;!) the recommended includes a GUI; Full includes a GUI and some pre-installed software. If you are a beginner beginner want to try a no-GUI version but are not sure if you regret it, don't worry, you can always install a
GUI using the terminal (incoming);
Usage - Are you a beginner who wants to discover Linux or have in mind a specific project? If you want to use Raspberry Pi to host a Git server, a cloud storage or something like that, you won't need a GUI, and so doing just wasting resources, so you can choose a version without a desktop environment (like
Raspberry Pi OS Lite or Manjaro ARM Minimal). Step 2: Allow remote access to a local network Insert the SD micro card into your laptop so that we can change it to tell our Pi we are fasting away, using what is called SSH. Open the explorer file, you will see a group of folders and files, create a new file without extension called "ssh", you should see
something like Figure 2. Figure 2. The created SSH file should look like this. This file will make the Pi enable SSH when you turn on, and so doing it is possible for us to access using the terminal of our laptop when both are on the same network. To connect the Pi to the same network of your laptop you can use: Ethernet cable: Connect the cable on
the Pi and the internet router and you are ready to go! Wifi: Just like the ssh file, create a file called "wpa_supplicant.conf". This stores the name and password of the wifi so that the Pi will read this file when you start and connect to your wifi. Open the created file and copy / paste the following and replace the fields "WIFI_NAME" and
"WIFI_PASSWORD" with login details: ctrl_interface=DIR=/var/run/wpa_supplicant GROUP=netdev update_config=1 country=US network={ ssid="WIFI_NAME" psk="WIFI_PA Discover the address and connection in the terminal Remove the SD micro card from your laptop, connect it to your Raspberry Pi and connect a power supply. You will see a
green light that lights, this means our Pi is now alive! Now, go to your laptop and open the terminal (in Windows is called Command Prompt). Now we’re going to check if the Pi has been able to connect to our network, use the raspberry ping command and you should see something like this: Ping raspberrypi.local [192.168.50.166] with 32 bytes of
data: Response from 192.168.50.166: bytes=32 Time Packing: Submitted = 4, received = 4, lost = 0 (0% loss), approximate round travel time in milliseconds: Minimum = 0ms, Maximum = 0ms, Media = 0ms This is like the Pi screaming "I'm alive!" e and says where his house is in case we want to go further and say hello (don't forget the .), mine lives
at 192.168.50.166. Now you know your Pi's address, so let's access it using ssh pi@192.168.50.166. It will ask you a password, since it is the first login then it must be the default one, use raspberry (the prompt does not move, it is normal). If you have succeeded in the location on your terminal should be changed to pi@raspberrypi:~$, this means we
are now working in the Raspberry Pi! Note that if you choose a different operating system from Raspberry Pi OS (also called Raspbian), the default user (pi) and password (raspberry) can be different, you know who to ask .. Step 4: Desktop View The terminal is fantastic but we want to see the graphical user interface to play with Linux more
friendlyly. To do this we need a software that allows you to control a remote desktop, we are going to use VNC Server. First we make sure our Pi has the latest updates, on the terminal do, pi@raspberrypi:~$ sudo apt-get update pi@raspberrypi:~$ sudo apt-get upgrade and wait (quick, run and take some coffee ). ).). Now we need to install the VNC
Serversudo aptâget install realvncâvncâserver realvncâviewer (if you give an error and copy/paste the command try rewrite Sometimes a double indent is paste Ðÿ ™ "). When the installation ends you need to enable, do, sudo raspi-config will appear a pop-up window, figure 3. Use the arrows and the return button to go to "3: interface options" -> "P3
VNC" and select "Yes". Figure 3. Pop-up window configuration options. Almost finished! Now we need to install the VNC Viewer in our laptop, use RealVNC (find it here: . After installation, launch the software and write the IP address on the upper bar and hit in, figure 4. A pop-up window will ask for the access credentials, after that you will be able
to see the desktop of your raspberry pi Bother Figure 4. Access the PI desktop raspberry with VNC Viewer by entering your address. After doing this the first time, an icon will appear to facilitate future accesses. Â -Â - If everything you can see is a black screen go back to the PI terminal and do sudo raspi-config. Navigate in "Game Options" ->
"Resolution" and choose an option other than "Default". Restart Pi Sudo Reboot and try access to the VNC Viewer again. It should work now! Don't worry, if you mess up something you can always redo all these steps and you will have a cool operating system to destroy again! Ðÿ~Ðÿ "ª Kavindu Sandhusa - 18 Oct ManipRakash123-creator - Oct 12 The
Interview Sage - Oct 10 Today we will see how to customize the appearance of your raspberry so what can be done to improve the appearance of the graphic interface of Raspberry Pi? Like any Linux system, you can change a lot of things: the display options, the desktop wallpaper, the general theme and even the splash screen we see this step by
step: â € "Step 1: change the display options (Resolution, icons, ...) â € "Step 2: Change the desktop wallpaperâ €" Step 3: Change the raspbian themeâ € "Step 4: Change the spray screen Changing the display settings Download the glossary Pi! If you are lost in all these new words and abbreviations, request my free Glossary Raspberry Pi (PDF
format)! I imagine that if you read this article whether you use your raspberry on a desktop screen or a TV. I won't approach the specific configuration of a portable query screen: the first thing you may have to do is adjust the settings of your display That means that if it is disproportionate or if the size of the items do not fit, you will have to change
this, go to : â € "Start menu â €" Preferencesâ € "Configuring the raspberry pi" Click on â € œ Seat resolutionâ € A window like this is displayed, which allows you to choose the resolution to use to the screen specifications for Know whatSpberry PI BOOTCAMPSALE: 10% off today. Bring it to the next level. I'm here to help you get started on
Raspberry Pi.Learn all the necessary skills in the correct order. Overscan: Some words on a common problem with Raspberry Pi connected to recent monitors by default, the Raspberry PI uses the â € œVerScanâ € setting to adjust the display size on current hardware, this setting is no longer necessary If you find yourself in a situation where your
raspberry pi displays black on the edges of the screen and you can't make them disappear by playing with the screen options, follow the underlying steps Change / boot / config. TXT file on your raspberry pisudo nano /boot/config.txtuncomment disable_overscan setting (remove #) disable_overscan = 1comment other overscan settings (add #) #
overscan_left = 16 # overscan_right = 16 # overscan_top = 16 # overscan_bottom = 16save (ctboot + or + Enterx) After restarting the Raspberry PI, see if it is better than before, or adjust these options again if you need Desktop wallpaper from the interface To change the background of Raspberry Pi, you can use one of the pictures provided or
download a new one on the Internet If you download one, save somewhere on your Raspberry Pi to find it later To edit the wallpaper, right-click on the desktop, then your Desktop preferences And now you have to changeImage in the fieldby image is default, you will display the system folder where the Raspberry piÃ¢ stores all preloaded images. If
you have downloaded an image elsewhere to change the folder and apply ItWith Command Line: I don't see interest in using the command line in this case, but you know that it is possible, download your background image with WGET: WGET HTTPS: //raspberrytips.com/wallpaper.jpgthen Change the background with this command: PCManFM background-background / home / pi / images / wallpaper.jpgchange themehttps: //youtu.be/lmm_2fsv1dwbraphical environmentsfirstÃ ¢ Of all, you need to know that There are several graphic environments on Linux, and so on Raspberry Pia Graphical environment is a package of display options, which allows you to manage most of the graphic
aspects of your different desktop are some examples of graphic environments: Ã ¢ ¢ â,¬ "gnomeÃ ¢ â,¬" lxdeÃ ¢ â,¬ "mateÃ ¢ â,¬" kdeÃ ¢ â,¬ "Ã ¢ â,¬" First you need to know which desktop environment you are currently used, so you can ok For themes for this particular environmentINTallation a new EnvironMementyou desktop can Also try
installing a new desktop environment on your raspberry. Trying different environments "You will allow you to choose the one that fits best and then you can search for themes associated with this environment now will explain how to install mate on your raspberry PI and how to activate, it will be practically the same for other environmentalit the / etc
/ etc / EPT / Sources.List FileSudo Nano /etc/apt/sources.listadd The companion repository adding this line: Deb Stretch Mainreaplaplaps Ã ¢ â,¬ "with the Raspbian version if you have A different oneupdate aptapt-get updateinstall matsudo apt-get mate-core mate-desktop installation - environment as a default environment for your user by adding
this update of alternative-alternative lines --config x-session-manager wizard, type the number corresponding to matremobootsudo rebootget a new ThiefNow you found the desktop environment of your dreams, you can switch to install a thematic order to do so, just search for the CAP manager Ketto by Raspberr y PI (via apt-cache search or through
the graphic interface) For example, I did this search: $ sudo apt-cache search mate | GREP "-Heme" arc-theme - flat theme with transparentiThere elements is also many sites that will give you a link to download more themes via file .deb or PPA repositoryfeel for free to do search online to find the ideal design to find the Ideal design and the most
often will allow you to have an expected expected expected, you will find your happiness in APT, you will suffice to install the theme with the usual command. For example: sudo apt-get install arc-themeif you have downloaded an online theme, follow the instructions on the PageTE enabling a theme with the Raspbian mate, go to the system> Control
center (you should have something similar in other environments) then choose Change theme in the menu, and select the theme that we are sailing on a new desktop environment, with a personalized theme, and our favorite background, let's start feeling good? Change splash Screens My Cheat Sheet! Grab your free PDF file with all the command you
need to know about Raspberry Pi! Here is the latest challenge for those who want to go after this Ã ¢ â,¬ Å "pimp my raspberry more ¢ â,¬ Ã ° Ã¿ â" ¢ â "¢, what is a splash screen? The splash screen is the big picture that appears when you start your raspberry pi, just before you view the desktopmaster Python on Pisale Raspberry: 10% off today.Get
the eBook.Do more with your Raspberry Pi, learn the concepts Useful and take shortcuts. There is no use of use. A Raspberry Pi if you don't know anything about UT Python.Change Splash Screen Screen Screens is now run by Plymouth on Raspbian and this makes it all easy before, it was complicated to modify this now you have to do it: sudo cp
/home/pi/images/splash.png / usr / share / plymouth / themes / pix / splash.png sudo reboot / home / PI / images / splash.png splash.png Of course, be replaced by the name and position of your original imageconclusion and is. I think you learned enough for today Ã ° Ã¿ â "¢, now you know how: Ã ¢ â,¬" sets the best resolution for your screen - change
the desktop background - install a new graphic environment ... get A new themeÃ ¢ â,¬ "changes the splash screen when you start the Raspberry Piyes! Another thing you can do is install a screensaver on Raspberry Pi OS, you can find more details on how to do this by clicking on this link.Recent Postlink on how to disable sleep. Model on Raspberry
Pi (with images) Connection on how to free up disk space on Raspberry Pi OS? (Desktop or Lite) Report this AHI, I'm Patrick. I am a Linux system administrator and I am passionate about Raspberry PI and all the projects on this topic. I created this site to share with you what I learned about it. About Pagerport This Adsale: 10% off today. From
beginner to master, learning only the concepts required, in a step-by-step method and exercise oriented. DovisorificateFig to which you would like to pay for your knowledge Raspberry Pi and Linux and earn a little extra to pay your hobby, then this is a great opportunity .Learn others on it.Report This advertisement
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